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a.g:cous until the limit had been e'ceeded by 100 per that stage to enable an opinien m N espreswJ one e.a3
cent or more. or the other. The report to which he referred was either

the original or an early version of the N!ancuso. Stewart i
10.40 Ilimit mention of BNFL's past errors to the two and Kneale paper. When asked about this n arter in
fore cing examtHes for. although th* re"t reW " v :"'um4m'

m > ' annv as a
. ..

.

..-.,nc..... ~:..~.-inat iney could nci ce reued on to fulnl their intentions the paper and could not quite understand it,(ii) that he
isumciently for the protection of the public, I am had since discussed the paper with Dr Stewart on several isatisfied that, with the large margin of safety w hich exists. occasions to try to understand it. (iii) that Dr Stewart

the submission is ill-founded. had on such occasions been very convincing but he stdl
did not understand it fully and (iv) that he still did not I

Pdsk levels-Suggested inadequacies of current estimates accept the resu:ts. albeit his non-acceptance was less bandlimits
emphatic. Such a view, coming from such a person, I
appears to me of considerable significance. Dr Stewart

[10.41 Having concluded that BNFL are likely to achieve was cornincing in evidence in the sense that she rejected
their intentions I now consider whether there is a real with supreme confidence suggestions that her results were
likelihood that risks currently estimated are so far w rong wrong but she failed to deal with a number ofwhat 7

that THORP could not be built and operated at tolerable appeared to me to be valid criticisms. It is right that
levels. To cos er every suggestion advanced concerning having made such a statement I should give instances.
alleged defects in the limits would be inappropriate. I shah I shall give three.
take in turn only those suggestions principally relied on
by objectors and consider them as briefly as possible. 10.44 Example 1

a. In Table 2 of the paper as presented at the Inquiry
Dr Alice Stewart Dr Stewart set out data relating to 3520 Hanford g

workers who had died. This group was divided into F
10.42 Dr Stewart and her co-workers concluded those who had died ofcancer and those who had I
that cancer risks might have been under-estimated died of some other cause. The table recorded that [as much as 20 times. This conclusion was reached workers w ho had been exposed to radiatiort n
on the basis of a paper (the 51ancuso, Stewart and accounted for 66 per cent of the cancer deaths C
Kneale paper)(IONf 66) which had not been upblished but only 61.1 per cent of non-cancer deaths and hat the conc:usion of the Inquity but which has since been that this difference was statistically significant. ;
puuished(Health Physics 33pp. 369-3851977). It was, Dr Stewart explained in evidence that this result, fhowever, known about in scientific circles by December w hich was noted at an initial stage in the research, f1976. and had attracted criticism from a number of was such as to indicate that there might be C
sources. It was based on data relating to workers at the something happening-i.e. some connection V
American nuclear establishment at Hanford. Dr Stewart between radiation exposure and cancer deaths, I
herself and her co-worker .\1r G Kneale both gave and that it led her and her co-workers to go further. P
evidence before me. There can be little doubt that if b. In April 1977 Dr Ethel S Gilbert of the Batte!!e f
Dr Stewart's conclusion is valid it would seriously affect hiemonalInstitute USA commented upon the f
the w hole picture. This was expressly accepted by papt in its ;evised edition as at NIarch 1977 I
Dr Dolphm of NRPB. It would not however necessarily (BNFt_311). Amongst her comments she included

[5mean that THORP could not be built to tolerable levels. comment on Table 2. This comment was that if the
If the permitted dose were reduced to 100th ofits present exposed workers, who had been taken by $levelit might still be possible to build and operate the Dr Stewart as one entire group, were disided into
plant to comply with that level. Ifit proved to be two groups. those employed for le;s than two years
impcssible then it would have to be abandoned. and those employed for two years or more, the - r-

apparent difference in Table 2 was eliminated. [
* 0.43 I have mentioned that the NIancuso, Stewart and Thus h
Kneale paper had met with enticism from various U'
sources. As a resu't Dr Stewart had already made a Dmrn"t in '2703'd work'r* fnumber of amendments to the original paper prior to

[[giving evidence at the Inquiry. One source of such c,y,,,, y ,,,,,,,,,,

enticista was Professor J Rott,lat Emeritus Professor of Mi dea'hs (from Table D 66.0 61.1 fPhysics at the University of London, who,like Deaths among those '

Dr Stewa~, was cal!ed by TCPA. At the public hearings '[chj'[.n
on the projetted CFR-1 at the London International emmed :- years a7.4 s;.6
Press Centre on 13 and 14 December 1976, Professor g
Rotblat stated that he did not accept 'the report which Dr Stewart was aware of this comment in April I,c.
came out a few days ap that. in the United States, 1977. She did not, how es er, mention :t or seek to I
(radiation) werkers have had an increase in the incidence refute it m her eudence in chief althougn & both fof cancer'. He thought that :he samples were too small at menacced prcduced and sought to dea! uth an y
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earlier (July 1976) repeit by Dr Gilbert on the had any greater sigmncance tha e ,

'

Hanford data in w hich the conclusion had been but the somcw hat surprising result menuo.a
reached that ' analysis of the full data does not abose coupled with the manner in which
exhibit any evidence of a relationship of radiation Dr Stewart had dealt with Dr Gilbert's criticism

caue of 6h1 cwe m mc W em **?'Nextware and cancer : ,

ia s- .rt s .

to Dr Stewart in cross-exammation her obsersation 10.45 Example 2
was merely that lines two and three of the table (a) Table 11 of the paper was designed to test for a
at b. above were totally incompatible with the correlation between the percentage ofcancer
first line 'because an overall 5gure of 66 per cent deaths and :he cumulatise radiation dose after
could not arrive at a sub-division of 33.9 and 87.4 standardisatnn for age at death. The fmal 5gure
when a 61.1 gives you 33.9 and S7.6. I think that in the Table was 0.46 -i-0.22 and this was
Niiss Gilbert probably made a little arithmetical regarded by Dr Stewart as surficiently high to be
error'. In Dr Stewart's view the figure could not signidcant in establishing a correlation between
possibly be correct. cancer deaths and cumu!ative radiation dose.

c. Dr Stewart's observation was made with complete (b) The Table was dis ided, as its title suggests,into
con 5dence and was thereby on the face ofit age groups, one of which was the group aged
' convincing'. Indeed it might be thought somewhat from 60-69. There were 23c deaths from cancer
patronising towards Dr Gilbert. It was, however, in this group. The group itself, like all other
clearly wrong. The figures are plainly algebraically groups, was divided into ve sub-groups
possible and the apparently significant ditTerence according to the radiation doses received. It was
in the oveeall rates (66 per cent and 61.1 per cent) demonstrated in cross-examination of 31r Kneale
could be accounted for and shown not to be that ifone of those dying ofcancerin the
signiscant if (i) there was a higher percentage of sub-group wich an accumulated dose of 500
cancers in the 2- year group (both exposed and centirads, had reached his 70th birthday, before
non-exposed) than in the < 2 year group and (ii) the dying, thus reducing the number in that group
percentage of exposed workers in the 2-- year by 1 (from 12 to 11) and increasing the number
group was higher than in the < 2 year group. in the next group by 1 (from 5 to 6) the final

f. Although I was able to satisfy myself algebraically figt-e would have been 0.32 instead of 0.46.
that Dr Stewart's answer was untenable I had not hir Kneale agreed that such lower ngare would
the basic Hanford data available to me. I therefore not be signincant in establishing a correlation.
asked that I be provided with a revised version of (c) It was later established that a different move of a
Table 2 dividing the exposed w orkers into the single person from one group to anotic could
same two groups as Dr Gilbert had used and giving also increase the figure of 0.46 and thus show an
the basic data. apparently more significant correlation.

g. As a result I was provided on the last day of the (d) It may be that in reaching such a conclusion I am
Inquiry with tw o further tables prepared by it.ing in the face of statistical theory but my own
Dr Stewart. The drst was a revised Table 2 conclusion is that if the signiscance or otherwise
sub-divided on the basis which I had requested. of an apparent result can depend on the chance
This contained ficures which, although not exactly that a single man diedjust before rather thanjust
the same as Dr Gilbert's, confirmed that the after a particular birthday, the result shown is
division into the two groups eliminated any not convincing.
signi5 cant ditTerence between the percentages of
deaths from cancers and non-cancers occurring in 10.46 Example 3
exposed workers. (a) Table 4 of the paper was entitled ' Observed and
The second table consisted in a further revision of Expected Numbers of Speci6c Neoplasns listed
Table 2 in w hich causes of death, instead of being according to Nfean Cumulatne Radiation'. It
divided merely into cancers and non-cancers, w ere listed 18 types of neoplasms and used for expected
divided into RES Neopiasms, other cancers, deaths the 5gures from NCI Afonograph 33 for
accidents and other causes of death. This Table cancer deaths for White US ma!es in 1960.
showed on its face that in both the 2-- year group (b) Dr Stewart, when cross-examined about this, at
and the <2 year group those dying of RES nrst asserted that the year 1960 had been
neoplasms had the highest radiation doses. carefully chosen because over 50 per cent of he
Surprisingly, how ever, w hilst the percentage of deaths were before 1960: but she !ater agreed
deaths from such neoplasms occurrmg in those that there were a substantially higher number of
w ho had been employed, and thus exposed, for deaths after 1960 than before. She also agreed that
the shorter period ( <2 yearo was shown to be cancer rates in the United States had beenincreasing

statistically signincant this us net the case in since 1960.
those w no had been employed, and thus exposed, (c) I am unable to attribute much. if any, value to
for longer periods (2- years). figures which do not ccrre! ate obser.cd deaths

h. I w as unable to inmti; ate n hether the last Table with deaths expected at the dates A hen the
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*cn ed death ecentreJ. ti e omre particular1v meetin< cc'ubt oniv t e made if there was to adequate t
Na thu atempt tojustify the ' l imer ' ' ~ a i r a him' vr Ming >tandards. I cocsider {,

comparun as carefully cho>cn m 50 50 6gure thc.t therc is >uch machinery. j
u a3 swiftly akaowledged to be w rong. I

!OM ! m vri- '' ^ d therc buld be. and that there "

'n - - -
-

certaia respects was acknowledged by Mr Knea!e) radionuclides. but the matenal upen w hich Professor g
unconsincing,I should perhaps stress that I hase no Radford's conclusions u ere based appeared to me 7
doubt about either the importance of such data or the unsatisfactory in a number of respects. He referred for e

'
desirability of accumulating data of the same nature example to studies in relation to uranium miners in
about radiation uorkers in the United Kingdom, a Su eden and Czechos|os akia. The Sw edish results had P

matter which was referred to in paragraphs 74 and 75 not yet been fully evaluated and he accepted that they
' ;

of the Sixth Report. Arrangements forsuch were of too preliminary a nature to be of value. In the F

accumulation are already in hand. I therefore say no case of the Czechoslovak miners the studies did not ?

more on the subject except that I has e not relied upon disclose the numbers cf exposed miners. He also referred f

the paper by Dr Dolphin of NRPB(NRPB R54)- to studies re!ating to patients surfering from anicylosing f
(B N FL 199) resiew ing figures relating to Windscale spondylitis who had been given radiotherapy but there P
workers in reaching my conclusions on Dr Stewart's are as yet no valid estimates of the doses to the lungs and p
evidence or mdeed on any other matter. bronchi of such patients. {n

10.51 I do not therefore consider that his conclusions [

Professor Edward Radford have sutlicient weight to justify me in fmdin g that the 1
present !imits are likely to be changed so radically as to,

10.4S Professor Radford, a member of US National suggest either that THORP cannot be built to tolerable m

Academy of Sciences Advisory Committee on the limits or, equally important, that the public are or have
Biological Effects ofIonising Radiation and of that been under any serious risk from present or past releases. c
Academy's present committee which is engaged in {
up-dating the Report of the earlier committee (the 10.52 With regard to tritium and krypton, Professor e
BEIR report), was called on behalf of NNC. He was not Radford regarded his suggestion as to tritium as an Z
an opponent of nuc! ear power nor did he advocate a additional precaution only and in this context I need
' nil' release of radioactivity in the course of operating say no more about it, the more so as it is BN FL's intention 7
nuclear establishments. He did however consider that to discharge all tritiur- to sea in any event or, at most, [
the present risks of cancer, in particular the lung only a small fraction to atmosphere. With regard to er
cancer risks, were underestimated and that the MPC. krypton it is accepted by B NFL that krypton removal ;

for insoluble plutonium and amer:cium should be plant will be incorporated if the technology forits ; 4

reduced by a factor of 00. removal and safe retention is available. I am satisfied that b
it should. I also consider that BNFL should not merely b

His recommendations may be summarised as fo!!ows:- stand by and instal such a plant if and when others F
i. The whole body dose limit should be reduced to develop it. They should themselves desote effort to its I.

25 mrems p.a.,i.e. to 5 per cent of the present ICRP development. Q
limit. f

yii. the MPC, for plutonium and americium should be
hreduced by a factor of 200. Dr Sadao khikawa

iii. All releases of tritium and plutonmm should so far j
as practicabie be to sea and not from the stacks. 10.53 Dr Sadao Ichikawa, Professor at the Laboratory of 7

iv. There should be included in THORP,if built. Genetics. Kyoto University. Japan was also called on k.
plant for the containment of krypton 85. behalf of NNC. He was wholly cpposed to nuclear power L

and was not personally prepared to accept any amount of b
10.49 ff THORP were built and operated so as to comply radiation exposure hcwever sma!!. frem nuclear E
with these recommendations he would have no objection establishments. He censicered that the doubling dose for i
to it. He considered, howes cr. that before final design genetic etTects should be 10 rem or low er. The doubling I

and construction of THO RP was permitted the magnox dose ts the dose estimated to double the number of 1
facility should operate to his recommended limits for at naturally occurrm; mutations. Existmg estimates range f
least three 3 ears in order to demonstrate BNFL's abdity from about 10 rem to 100 rem. Dr Ichikawa's figure is g
to operate to such iimits. He finally insited me to request therefore at the Iowcr end ef the range. As the Royal y
the Secretaries of State for Energy at.d the Ensironment Commission pomted out. less is known about the I,
to can an imernaticnal meeting cf countries cencerned :ne:dence af genetic e:Tects per unit of dose than in the C

with nuclear power des elopment to resoh e ditTerences case of cancer mducnon. Dr Ichikawa based his $
concerning pohcy and standards. I record the invitat:en, cenc!usions :ar;ely on work which he had carried out on if
but I do not accept it. Any recommendation for such a the piant Tradescantia but accepted that a similarity [

;
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